The first aim of resistivity survey is a study of any inhomogeneities. Frequently in practice the effect of anisotropy is displayed together with that of layering or inhomogeneities. It complicates data interpretation within the framework of anisotropic models, and distorts results of interpretation in the framework of layered or inhomogeneous media. Ignoring of anisotropy results in wrong data interpretation. At the same time anisotropy studying can give valuable geological information. That means that anisotropy itself and the mutual influence of anisotropy and inhomogeneities needs to be studied. We have developed the effective spectral algorithm for azimuthal resistivity survey (ARS) modeling over two-layered (and multilayered) media with the anisotropic basement. Its advantage is in the fact, that the most labor-consuming part of the decision is carried out in spectral domain, and then transformation of the decision into real domain is fulfilled easily and fast for any azimuths. For two-layered model that approach gives the decision as series, when calculation goes fast and with controllable accuracy. The spectral approach helps to fulfill more deep and full analysis of the decision. The ARS diagram is a periodic function, and has a discrete spectrum. With the help of ARS spectra the important fact was established: for any array above the anisotropic halfspace or horizontally layered medium the odd harmonics are absent in the spectrum. These appear only when the current source is lowered on a depth or the array is placed near some inhomogeneities.

The spectral approach has allowed to explain many facts, established earlier for anisotropic media.

1. It is known, that linear arrays: AM (U), AMN (E), AMNB (S), dipole axial (A) give the ARS diagrams with the axes ratio λ.

2. Fig. 2 shows the results of spectra calculations for theoretical ARS diagrams of pole-dipole and dipole equatorial arrays (with R/MN=10) above an anisotropic half-space where \( \rho_l = 1 \) and \( \rho_n = 3 \). Lines show bending around discrete spectra of only even harmonics (odd ones are equal to zero). The spectrum for AMN is labeled 1, that for "D" by 2; both spectra being calculated for azimuthal steps of 10°. Spectra 3 and 4 refer to the "D" array where calculations have been made in azimuthal steps of 30° and 45° respectively and their spectra became distorted. The Kotelnikov - Shannon coding theorem establishes...
rules for the signal registration without an information loss and can be applied to ARS case also. The width of spectra for any linear array is the same and rather narrow, whereas that for D-array is wider (fig.2). That means, that for ARS measurements with D-array without distortion of its spectrum more azimuths are needed. For linear arrays (U, E, A) an ARS step in 45° is enough, for D array with the ratio R/MN=10 a step in 18-20° is needed, and for squared array - H (offered by G.M.Habberjam, where R/MN=1, the step in 30° is enough.

3. At the sounding with D-array of two-layered model with anisotropic basement the longitudinal and transversal sounding curves are sharply differed on their form. The transversal curve (fig.3, curve ⊥) for two-layered model with \( \rho_2>\rho_1 \) (\( \rho_1=5, \rho_2=25, \rho_m=100, h_1=1 \)), and the longitudinal curve (fig.3, curve || ) for the model with \( \rho_2<\rho_1 \) (\( \rho_1=400, \rho_2=25, \rho_m=100, h_1=1 \)) are looked as three-layered (in the first case as K, and in the second one as H) (fig.3).

4. Spectral approach has allowed to simplify the process of interpretation. The iterative process is not required, the parameters can be determined at one step. Together with the azimuth of an anisotropic medium's strike we estimate its error. Instead of interpretation of longitudinal and transversal VES curves, what gives distorted value of the upper layer thickness above the anisotropic basement, we use now dependence of zero harmonic from spacing, allowing to estimate this thickness precisely (fig.3, curve 0). Spectra allow to transform sounding curves for D-array to linear one, for which the "true" values \( \rho_n, \rho_m, \rho_a \) are defined simpler (fig.3, curves L,N). In comparison with direct measurements with linear array, that way gives greater accuracy.

5. The most serious problem in studying of anisotropy -- is the distinction of anisotropy and inhomogeneity. On definition, the anisotropy is displayed in \( \rho_n \) values as dependence on array orientation and as independence on coordinates, whereas inhomogeneity -- as \( \rho_m \) dependence on coordinates, and on orientation also. That is their difference is not so evident. For the decision of this problem we applied the spectral analysis. To estimate an influence of anisotropy and inhomogeneity on modeling results for inhomogeneous and anisotropic media, the spectra of ARS diagrams were investigated (fig.4). For an anisotropic medium (case 1), all odd harmonics are equal to zero. The main feature of the spectra for the inhomogeneous media (Fig.4, B, curves 2 and 3, calculated for a vertical contact between two media of different resistivities), is the appearance of odd harmonics.

The difference in spectra of ARS diagrams for two sites close to and far from vertical contact of two anisotropic media consists in presence or absence of odd harmonics (fig.5). One parameter, received from spectra and named a factor of asymmetry \( \gamma \) helps to estimate the influence of anisotropy and inhomogeneity. Near to an inhomogeneity it grows, and with removal from it goes to one. E and D arrays have similar sensitivity to inhomogeneities, but quite differently feel anisotropy, that gives a chance to separate these factors with D array.

To see differences in ARS diagrams above anisotropic media and near inhomogeneities the ARS diagrams with azimuth step 10° for D-array near vertical contact of two media, and also their spectra, and number of additional parameters on the basis of spectra were calculated. Three different models of vertical contact are joint on fig. 6 in one united profile. These are: contact of two isotropic media (1,2) with different resistivities (\( \rho_1=1, \rho_2=2 \)); contact of isotropic and anisotropic media (2,3) (\( \rho_m=1.5, \lambda=2, \beta=-20° \)); and contact of two anisotropic media with different parameters (3,4) (\( \rho_m=3, \lambda=3, \beta=45° \)). For increase of presentation of estimations of azimuths for media 1 and 2 factors of an anisotropy a little bit different from 1 and azimuth of a strike \( \beta=0° \) are given. Array spacing R=2, AB=MN=0.5.On fig. 6 results of ARS diagrams processing and interpretation as the graphs of \( \rho_n, \rho_m, \rho_a \) (A), factor of an anisotropy \( \lambda \) (B), azimuth of a strike \( \beta \) (C), factor of asymmetry \( \gamma \) (D), ratio the sum of odd to the sum of even harmonics \( \psi \) (E) are submitted. Physical sense of last parameter - the relative influences of medium inhomogeneities (odd harmonics) and medium anisotropy (even harmonics). As it is visible from the graphs, the influence of contact has an effect at a distance up to 1.5 R from contact to each side. Outside near-contact area estimations of all parameters quickly come to true values. Precise indicators...
of homogeneous anisotropic media are $\lambda_a$ values different from one and asymmetry values close to one (zone 3 and 4), and indicators of homogeneous isotropic medium $\lambda_a = 1, \gamma = 1$ (zone 1 and 2). Indicators of inhomogeneities are asymmetry values different from one and $\psi$ values different from zero.

All theoretical considerations were tested practically on geological objects with anisotropy, layering and inhomogeneities. More effective D-array was compared with linear array (AMN).

Below some field results, collected in Crimea on Geological faculty of MSU’ training base are submitted. The study was carried out at place Patil. Patil is a hill, where softer anisotropic rocks of the basement (dipping nearly vertically) are partially covered with harder horizontal layer of sandstone, with the thickness up to 25 m (fig.7). This place is traditionally and for a long time used for student practice to show effects of rock anisotropy. In places of anisotropic rock outcrop (S1) ARS with any array gives appreciably extended diagrams.

In the last years our studies were concentrated on territory, where the anisotropic basement was covered with the sandstone layer. All attempts to receive here effect of anisotropy with Schlumberger array were unsuccessful. Only dipole equatorial array has enabled to estimate confidently properties of the anisotropic basement. To understand the reason of these effects, in two sites (S1 and S2), where the anisotropic basement outcrops and is covered with a thin sandstone layer, we made azimuthal soundings with AMN (E) and dipole equatorial (D) array. AR soundings were measured on 12 azimuths with a step $30^\circ$ and with spacing from 1.5 up to 50 m and from 5 up to 75 m in S1 and S2 accordingly. At each sounding the MN line remained fixed, and the electrode A or dipole AB was moved.

The azimuthal diagrams for various spacings and two arrays are shown on fig.8. VES statistical processing has allowed to draw sounding results as probability distribution in coordinates $\rho_a - R$, the examples of which for D-array are shown on fig.9,10. In both cases the distributions are bimodal and marked by two modal curves drown on fig.9-10. The upper curve in site 1 corresponds to longitudinal array orientation and looks like two-layered one with $\mu > 1$. The lower curve corresponds to transversal array orientation and looks like three-layered H-type curve. Difference between these curves is about ten times in $\rho_a$ level. The curves for S1 show that the medium in this place is not uniform half-space and the reason of that is probably in effect of weathering. VES curves for the site 2 with overburden are also different for longitudinal and transversal directions.

Longitudinal curve looks as descending two-layered one, whereas transversal curve looks as three-layered H-type curve. Theoretical accounts have confirmed, that the difference between both curves and the layer H on the last curve arises from the anisotropy influence.

The further data processing was made with the help of spectral approach. The basic opportunities of the spectral approach are shown in the other our report, submitted on the same conference. Spectral approach allows to define a strike azimuth and an error of that estimation. On fig.11 azimuth's estimations for different spacings and their errors for E and D array are submitted. The error for E array is much more that for D-array. The error for D array is small and frequently is not seen clearly on fig.11.

Fig.12 gives an example of spectral transformation of AR soundings into sounding curves without influence of anisotropy. That can be done with 0-harmonics of AR soundings. As we saw on fig.8, ARS diagrams for E and D arrays were different, but 0-harmonics for both arrays on
fig.12 are very similar, and can be interpreted as usual VES curves.

On Fig. 13 azimuthal diagrams for 29 ARS sites on Patil are presented. To the South from line B the anisotropic basement is covered with the layer of sandstone. The sites T0 and S1 are situated on the outcrop of the basement. The diagrams named T0, S1, S2 and 1-10 were measured with D-array spacing from 20 to 40 m. All other ARS were measured with array spacing from 40 to 120 m. The rotation of D-array was executed around the spacing center. The choice of D-array electrode spacing depending on proposed thickness of sandstone cover, was justified with the help of theoretical modeling (Bolshakov et al. 1995). The difference in the shape of the AR diagrams S2, 8, 7, 6, 5, 10, 4 result from the gradual increase in the thickness of the upper layer. The difference in the shape of AR diagrams 2 and 25 is a result of a change in array spacing (40 and 120 m).

Delineation of the strike in the basement rocks with AR diagrams helped to map a fold, situated in the right part of fig.13. The form of the fold is marked by lines with the letter F. The abrupt edge of Patil hill in the South and the East is marked by a line with letter E. Line A-A is VES profile (see results on fig.7).

CONCLUSIONS

The dipole equatorial array (D) is much more sensitive to the anisotropy of a medium, than any linear array. That allows to estimate more stable anisotropic parameters, even in case of an anisotropic medium covered with overburden. D - array needs a more detailed azimuthal step in ARD measurements (15-20°), than any linear array.

In anisotropic media where inhomogeneities are present, D - array, unlike a linear array, becomes more sensitive to anisotropy without an appreciable change in sensitivity for the identification of inhomogeneities. Hence there is an opportunity of distinguishing anisotropy effects from the influence of inhomogeneties.

The analysis of ARS results with the help of decomposition in Fourier series is an effective tool for studying anisotropic and inhomogeneous media, and provides an instrument of anisotropy and inhomogeneities comparative estimation. Ideally, identification of inhomogeneities and anisotropy influences is desirable to fulfill with not one ARD measurement, but in a series of measurements either along profiles or throughout the area under investigation. We recommend non-symmetrical rotation of arrays (for example, to rotate the D - array around the center of AB (or MN), instead of spacing center).

Azimuthal measurements with the dipole equatorial array can confidently estimate the strike of an anisotropic formation, including the case when the anisotropic basement is covered with overburden.
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